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Theoretical accounts of participation in collective action have become more divergent. Some analysts employ the Prisoner's Dilemma paradigm, other analysts suggest that different social dilemmas underlie collective action, and still others deny that social dilemmas play any significant role in collective action. I propose a theoretically exhaustive inventory of the dilemmas arising in collective action systems and show thatfive games, including the Prisoner's Dilemma, can underlie collective action. To analyze action within each game I use a dynamic selectionist model based on three modes of organization-voluntary cooperation, strategic interaction, and selective incentives. Social dilemmas exist in four of the five games, and conflicting accounts of collective action have focused on different games and modes of organization. As collective action proceeds from initiation to rapid expansion to stability, its game type varies in a way that can be precisely characterized as movement through a two-dimensional game-space. Finally, I distinguish between two ways of promoting collective action: One way focuses on resolving the dilemma within a particular game; the other focuses on changing the game so the dilemma is more easily resolved or eliminated. Truces emerged even though soldiers on opposing sides could not communicate directly, and these truces remained stable despite active opposition by officers on both sides (Axelrod 1984) . Despite an impressive growth of theory and empirical research during the last several decades, the origins and dynamics of collective action remain disputed. Indeed, explanations of the forces leading to participation in collective action have grown more divergent. Olson's (1965) analysis frames much of the debate. In his view, collective action contains a social dilemma, that is, a situation in which actions that are individually rational can lead to outcomes that are collectively irrational. Game theorists have identified many such dilemmas (Rasmusen 1989 ). In Olson's analysis, everyone seeks to reap the benefits of others' participation while evading the cost of participation. When everyone acts in this manner, collective action fails. Thus, according to Olson, free-riding is a problem in all but the smallest groups. In small groups, each individual's participation affects the group's prospects for success, and it is noticeable to all members. However, in larger groups, the impact of any individual's participation is negligible, so self-interested, rational individuals will choose to free-ride unless they are restrained. The result is a free-rider problem that can be formally represented as an N-person Prisoner's Dilemma (Hardin 1971 ). This dilemma can be resolved in two ways. In moderate-sized groups, it can be resolved through strategic interaction, that is, reciprocity that says "if you cooperate, then I will too." In larger groups, collective action requires selective incentives, such as laws or social norms that punish defectors or reward cooperators. This analysis has been immensely influential (Oberschall 1973; Opp 1989 ).
Marwell and Oliver (1993) take issue with many of Olson's conclusions. They see collective goods, like other goods, as characterized by third-order production functions ( Figure IA) . At the beginning of production, the curve accelerates, reflecting increasing marginal returns to initial contributions as start-up costs are progressively absorbed. Here, collective action faces a start-up problem because the return to the initial contributors is minimal. Unless a "critical mass" of strongly motivated individuals is willing to absorb these costs, collective action never begins. As Marwell and Oliver (1993) state, ". ... free riding is not the problem in the accelerative case, unless all public goods dilemmas are said to be free riding by definitional fiat" (p. 182). Here the threat to collective action is not that some members freeride on the contributions of others, but that no one will see any gain from contribution. This poses a start-up dilemma.
Next, the function becomes linear in the range where the marginal gain becomes identical for early or late contributors. Here, collective action has an all-or-nothing character-it is rational for everyone to contribute or for no one to contribute (Oliver, Marwell, and Teixeira 1985:533-34), so no subset of actors can free-ride on the contributions of others. Hence, again there is no free-rider problem.
Finally, the curve decelerates, reflecting the decreasing marginal returns that occur when output limits are approached. Here freeriding can arise from two similar mechanisms, "order effects" and a "surplus." In the order effect, "[tihe less interested members free-ride on the initial contributions of the most interested, and total group contributions are suboptimal" (Marwell and Oliver 1993: 82-83) . This is Marwell and Oliver's theoretical explication of Olson's (1965) wellknown principle of "the exploitation of the great by the small" (p. 29). In the surplus mechanism, free-riding can arise when, consistent with a decelerating production function, the number of individuals willing to contribute to the collective good decreases as the number of contributors increases. This produces a surplus of contributors in the sense that some of those who were initially willing to contribute will refuse if others have contributed first. In this case, ". . . the first ones who happen to be faced with the decision [to contribute] are 'stuck.' They will contribute because they find it profitable to do so while those whose turn to decide comes later will free-ride" (Marwell and Oliver 1993:85 Gamson (1979) argue that when riots and demonstrations are successful it is because the promoters of collective action "build solidarity, raise consciousness of common interests, and create opportunities for collective action" (pp. 8-9). These increase the expected value of the movement's goal and reduce the cost of participation. They conclude that Olson's account of collective action as requiring selective incentives is applicable only in "special circumstances." Klandermans's (1988) conclusions after analyzing participation in unions are similar: follow that the number of free riders will be highest in these companies. (P. 89) Klandermans (1988:89) attributes most nonparticipation in collective action, not to free-riding, but to an expectation that collective action will fail. He says that participants in collective action tend to believe that they can succeed and that their own participation will make a difference.
Thus, views regarding whether or how social dilemmas are related to collective action are highly divergent. My first aim is to derive a theoretically exhaustive inventory of the dilemmas arising in collective action systems. This part of the analysis draws on game theory because each game corresponds to a unique structure of individual and collective interests. I prove that exactly five games characterize the structure of opposed and complementary interests within which collective action occurs. In one game, consistent with some critiques of the free-rider model, no dilemma arises. In each of the other four games, a distinctive dilemma arises, including Marwell and Oliver's startup and free-rider problems, Olson's freerider problem, and a fourth type. The analysis further shows that the nature of the strategic problem is dynamic: It changes during the course of collective action because a system can move through all five game typesfrom the initiation of collective action to the eventual stabilization of a mature production system. Therefore, differing depictions of collective action validly apply to distinct phases of collective action.
Second, I analyze collective action based on each of the three mechanisms that underlie collective action-voluntary cooperation, strategic interaction, and selective incentives. Each mechanism plays a distinctive role in each game type, and hence in each phase of collective action. Yet many analysts have focused on only one or two of these mechanisms, and this has contributed to the increasingly diverse views of collective action.
Finally, instead of employing the rational choice and experiential learning models of previous analyses of collective action, I show that an observational learning model can be used to analyze collective action.
THE ANATOMY OF COLLECTIVE ACTION
To identify the full range of factors that can render collective action problematic, I adopt a two-step approach. First, I specify the range of situations that can arise during collective action. Second, I analyze these situations to see what types of games they fit. This serves to specify when cooperation by rational actors is problematic and, if so, whether the dilemma lies in issues of coordination, in bargaining over how gains are to be divided, or in lack of trust that the other will cooperate.
Any collective action system involves some form of public or semipublic good (Mueller 1989:11) and hence has two characteristics. First, excluding anyone from consumption of the good is impractical. For example, scabs benefit from higher wages won through strikes. A second characteristic is jointness of supply. In the case of pure jointness, production costs are fixed. For example, a public monument can be enjoyed by any number of individuals, so the marginal cost of each additional viewer is 0. Some measure of jointness exists if average production costs decline as the number of consumers of the good increases. In addition, I assume that there is a production function linking contributions by group members to the ultimate level of public good produced, and that contributions entail a cost, even if it is only the opportunity cost of alternative investments of time forgone. These assumptions can be formalized as follows: Cooperation involves production of a collective good with value V at level L, where L is the proportion of the collective good produced relative to the maximum amount that could be produced if all group members contributed to its production. As defined, L can vary from 0 (no production) to 1 (full production). The utility of the good produced is the product of its value and production level, V * L.
Collective action involves two distinct levels. Level one refers to personal contributions to produce the collective good. In the simplest case, individuals have the choice of contributing (cooperating at the first level), or not contributing (defecting at the first level). For example, one may decide whether to participate in a demonstration or help build a new canoe for one's village. Level two refers to what are termed "second-order collective goods" (Oliver 1980 ), such as selective incentives to reward first-level cooperators or punish first-level defectors. For example, one may decide whether to join in praising those who attended the demonstration or helped build the canoe, and whether to scorn those who failed to help.
In the proposed model, individuals are assumed to make dichotomous choices at the first level, and trichotomous choices at the second level. At the first level, they make a choice whether to contribute to collective goods production at cost Kcl, the cost (K) of cooperation (c) at level one. 
where U is the actor's utility, V is the value of full production of the collective good, L is the proportion of the collective good that was produced, K1 is first-level cost of cooperation (i.e., Kc, or 0, depending on whether the actor contributes to collective goods production or defects), K2 is second-level cost of cooperation (i.e., Kc2, Ko2, or 0, depending on whether the actor exercises compliant control, oppositional control, or defects at the second [normative] level), and KIN is information costs (i.e., KOC or 0 depending on whether the actor adopts a conditional or nonconditional strategy). Voluntary cooperation, strategic interaction, and selective incentives can all be conceived as entailing a choice among alternative strategies, where a strategy is defined as a rule specifying what choices to make in each possible situation. In a system based on voluntary cooperation, actors choose between two alternative strategies. If they cooperate, their strategy is called private cooperation (CD), because they contribute at the first level by contributing to the collective good but defect at the second level by forgoing any attempts to influence others. Alternatively, if they defect, their strategy is called full defection (DD), because they defect at both levels by refusing to contribute and permitting others to do as they wish.
When collective action is organized through strategic interaction, some actors make their choices conditional on others' choices. The standard strategy that embodies this approach is Tit-for-Tat (TFT), in which an actor begins by cooperating and subsequently behaves according to principles of reciprocity by answering cooperation with cooperation and defection with defection. Here, the threat to withhold cooperation serves as an incentive to motivate others to cooperate.
When collective action is organized through selective incentives, four additional strategies become possible. Two of these strategies use selective incentives to mandate participation in collective action. Full cooperation (CC) involves contributing to collective goods production (first-level cooperation) and sanctioning those who fail to contribute (second-level cooperation). In the terms of evolutionary game theory, full cooperation combines two traits: It is "moralistic" (Boyd and Richerson 1992:173), in that it acts to control other players, and it is "nice" (Axelrod 1984) , in that it initially cooperates. Yet many moralists are not nice, as evidenced by the frequency of complaints about hypocrisy among public officials. It is easier to tell others how to behave properly than to do so oneself. Thus, hypocritical cooperation (DC) means an actor defects at the first level but cooperates at the second level, failing to contribute to the collective good while acting to compel others to contribute. Two final strategies embody countermobilization, that is, opposition to the creation of a system of selective incentives. Compliant opposition (CO) means cooperating at the first level but exercising oppositional control at the second level-the actor contributes to the collective good but defends the rights of others to refuse to contribute. Finally, full opposition (DO) means refusing to contribute and opposing norms that would compel compliance.
The Setting of Collective Action: The First-Level Game
The structure of the setting in which collective action occurs depends on the first-level game (i.e., the level of collective goods production), because this defines the link between individuals' choices of whether to contribute to collective goods production and the ultimate level of collective good produced. This link is defined by the collective good's production function. Consistent with other models (Marwell and Oliver 1993:77), I assume that the level of collective goods production in cooperative systems is a mono-tonically increasing function of the proportion of actors who contribute to production (i.e., each contributing actor makes some nonzero contribution to production).
The standard production function is an Sshaped curve. Because of this complexity, I follow Oliver et al. (1985) and Heckathorn (1989) in analyzing the accelerating, linear, and decelerating portions of the production functions.
To represent segments of the production function, I employ a function, previously proposed for this purpose (Heckathorn 1989) , in which D is the number of actors in the group who defect (i.e., who fail to contribute to production of collective goods), N is the number of actors in the group, F is an exponent controlling the shape of the production function, and L is the level of collective goods produced: tion of the collective good (L) for various values of F, the term that controls the shape of the production function. When F = 1, the production function is linear-contributions from any given proportion of the group produce that proportion of the collective good. When F > 1, the production function is decelerating (i.e., the slope of the production function is a decreasing function of the number of contributors, N -D). Thus, the first contributors are the most productive, while subsequent contributors face decreasing marginal returns. For example, when F = 2 and 10 percent of the group contributes, they produce at the 19 percent level. In contrast, the last 10 percent contributing add only 1 percent to the level of collective goods production, so their incentive to contribute is weaker, as is the incentive of others to compel them to cooperate. Consequently, the incentive to initiate collective action is comparatively strong, while the incentive to compel 100 percent cooperation is rather weak. This pattern is more pronounced in more sharply decelerating production functions (e.g., when F=10, the first 10 percent produce 65 percent of the collective good, whereas the last 10 percent produce only .00000001 percent).
When F < 1, the production function is accelerating. When F = .5, the first 10 percent contributing produce only 5.1 percent of the collective good, while the last 10 percent contributing produce 32 percent. In a more sharply accelerating function, F = .1, the first 10 percent contributing produce only 1 percent of the collective good, while the final 10 percent produce 79 percent. Thus, a sharply accelerating production function requires near universal contribution to produce meaningful amounts of the collective good.
As is customary in much of the evolutionary game literature (Axelrod 1984 
This reflects the lower level of collective goods production when only one player contributes, and row incurs no contribution cost. Finally, in the lower right cell, both players defect, so no collective good is produced (V * 0 = 0) and no contribution costs are incurred. Thus, the net payoff from the "punishment" outcome, P, is
The first-level game defines a set of games that depend on the value of two parameters (Figure 2) . The horizontal axis depicts production functions that range from a sharply accelerating function (F = .1) through a linear function (F = 1) to a sharply decelerating function (F = 10). The vertical axis depicts valuations of the collective good ranging from the case in which the collective good has little value (i.e., VIKc1 = .1, so the value of full production of the collective good is only one-tenth the cost of contributing to its production), to cases in which the collective good is highly valued (i.e., VIKc1 = 100). Each point in the game-space depicted in Figure 2 corresponds to a unique value of the core game's payoffs T, R, P, and S. The solid lines show where two payoffs are equal. Therefore, within each of the five areas bor- Note: The term in each cell is the row strategy's payoff. CD indicates cooperate at the first level and defect at the second level (i.e., contribute to the public good but exercise no normative control); DD indicates defect at first level and second level (i.e., no contribution to public good and exercise no normative control). R is the "reward" payoff, S is the "sucker" payoff, T is the temptation payoff, and P is the "punishment" payoff. dered by the lines, the order of the core game's payoffs is different. Because this order determines the structure of individual and collective interests, each order corresponds to a different type of game. These five games are theoretically exhaustive of those that can arise in collective-action systems as defined in equations I through 6. This is a small subset of all possible 2 x 2 games. There are 732 strategically distinct 2 x 2 games (Rapoport, Guyer, and Gordon 1976:31), of which 654 are "degenerate" in that some payoffs are equal. A taxonomy exists only for the 78 ordinally distinct games, that is, games in which all payoffs differ. In Rapoport et al.'s taxonomy, the five games depicted in Figure  2 correspond to numbers 6, 9, 12, 61, and 66. Table 2 presents the payoff matrices for the five games. The Prisoner's Dilemma (#12). Consistent with its special place in the analysis of collective action, the Prisoner's Dilemma occupies the central region of the game-space diagram. It is named for a vignette in which two criminal suspects are questioned separately about a crime. Their interests derive from the preference order of the core game's payoffs. The preferred outcome is unilateral defection ("temptation," T), in which one benefits from confessing when the other remains quiet; then comes universal cooperation (the "reward," R) in which both remain quiet and receive light sentences; next comes universal defection ("punishment," P) in which both confess and are severely punished; and the worst is unilateral cooperation ("sucker," S), in which only the other confesses so one's own penalty is most harsh. The essential A collective-action system corresponds to a PD game if universal cooperation is preferred to universal defection (e.g., a united labor union would succeed in gaining valuable concessions from management), yet the preferred outcome is unilateral defection (e.g., to strike is costly and bargaining remains effective with one less striker). Whereas in Olson's (1965) analysis the PD fits most collective-action systems, Klandermans (1988:85), in a study of union action, found that only 8 percent of respondents believed that a strike would be effective and considered their own participation to be superfluous. Most of these workers said they would not take part in a strike.
The PD region has two parts, labeled PD for the (true) "Prisoner's Dilemma" and OPD for the "Ordinal Prisoner's Dilemma." In the OPD, a defining characteristic of the PD is lacking. Though the order of payoffs is correct, players prefer alternating between unilateral defection and unilateral cooperation (i.e., a mixture of T and S) to mutual cooperation (R), so (T + S)12 > R. Figure 2 indicates that there is an upper limit of F beyond which a collective goods problem is no longer a true PD. This can be stated as follows:2 2 The maximum value for F in a true PD occurs at the point where the line separating the PD region from the chicken region (mathematically, this is the line defined by S= P) intersects the line separating the PD region from the OPD region (mathematically, this is the line defined by R = [T + S]12). Therefore, the maximum value of F can be found by solving for F at this intersec- Another restriction is that if the relative value of the collective good exceeds or falls below a critical amount, the game cannot be a PD. This leads to a second theorem:3 Theorem 2: If the relative value of the collective good exceeds 2 (i.e., if V/K.i > 2), or is less than I (i.e., if V/Kc1 < 1), the system is not a PD.
The collective good must be more valuable than its production cost, but its value cannot be more than double the production cost. These theorems place stringent bounds on the range of collective goods problems that correspond to PDs.
The chicken game (#66). A PD game is
transformed into a game of chicken when the production function becomes more sharply decelerating (i.e., when F increases). In this game, the order of the two least valued payoffs is reversed from that in the PD (i.e., the new order is T > R > S > P; see Table 2 ). This reversal of preferences occurs because as the production function becomes more sharply decelerating, an additional cooperator produces an ever larger proportion of the collective good. The effect is to increase the relative value of the outcomes in which cooperation is partial, T and S. When the value of S increases until it exceeds the value of P, a PD is transformed into a chicken game.
tion, that is, by solving for F on the assumption that S = P and R = (T + S)12. First, substitute the former expression into the latter, yielding R = (T + P)/2. Using the payoff equations in Table 1 , this expands to V-Kj = (V * (I -.5F) + 0 )/2. With a bit of manipulation, this simplifies to 1 /(-.5F) = 1/(2 .5F). Finally, solving for F yields F= ln(1/3)/ln(1/2) = 1.58496250. This conclusion is derived for a dyadic group. In larger groups, more sharply decelerating production curves are compatible with the PD. For example, in groups larger than 15, F can exceed 1O. 3 The maximum net value of the collective good (V/KI) in a true PD can be computed by solving for the net value at the intersection of the line separating the PD region from the assurance game region (the R = T line), and the line separating the PD region from the chicken game re- This game is named for a contest in which teenage drivers test their courage by driving straight at one another. Each player chooses between two strategies: chicken (swerve to avoid a collision) or daredevil (do not swerve). Thus, the order of preferences is temptation (T), the other swerves; then reward (R), both swerve; then sucker (S), ego swerves; and the worst of all, punishment (P), a head-on collision. The essential problem in a chicken game is bargaining. Players have a common interest in avoiding conflict but have opposed interests regarding the terms of agreement, such as the allocation of courage, honor, or profit. This game fits systems in which a common interest in collective action coexists with opposed preferences regarding the precise direction that action gion (the S = P line), that is, solving for VIK61 on the assumption that S = P and R = T. One way to do this is to solve first for V/K6, assuming that S = P. This yields V/K,. = 1/(1-.5F).
Second, solve for V/K6c assuming R = T. This yields V/K61 = 1/.5 F. Third, solve for F using the above two equations, 1/(1-. 5F) = s/. o F SO, F = .5. Finally, substitute F = .5 into the initial equation to yield V/K61 = 2. As was the case for Theorem 1, constraints on the PD are less stringent in larger groups. The lower bound is defined by the line separating the PD region from the altruist's dilemma region (the V/K61 = 1 line).
should take. Examples include the hawk/ dove split that arises in many social movements, as when purists claim that pragmatists are selling out by forsaking the movement's essential goals, and pragmatists claim that purists' unwillingness to compromise will lead the movement into ruin. Resolutions of the chicken game bargaining problem that are grounded in game theory include resistance theory (Heckathorn 1980) and Rubinstein's (1982) model.
The assurance game (#61). An exactly opposite dynamic transforms a PD into an assurance game. When the production function for the collective good becomes more sharply accelerated (i.e., F becomes smaller), the order of the two most highly valued outcomes is the reverse from their positions. in the PD, so that the new order is R > T > P > S ( Table 2 ). The effect is to reduce the relative value of the partial-cooperation outcomes, so T and S decline in value. When T falls below R, the PD becomes an assurance game.
The assurance game derives its name from the fact that each player can be motivated to cooperate by the mere assurance that the other will do the same. A collective-action system is an assurance game if participation with others is highly valued, there is consensus on the direction of collective action, and the only uncertainty is that individuals do not want to participate unless others will do the same. This fits Klandermans's (1988) analysis of union participants: "If most members believe that only few people will participate, it becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy" (p. 90) that produces a downward spiral of participation. Alternatively, in these systems greater participation is self-reinforcing. Hence, the essential problem is one of coordination.
The privileged game (#6). PDs can be transformed into other types of games by changing the relative valuation of the collective good, V/K~j (Figure 2) . If the value of the collective good is increased sufficiently, the result is a game sometimes labeled "spite" because it lacks conflict unless players are so competitive that they seek to minimize the other's payoff. When compared to the PD, the two most valued payoffs are reversed, as in the assurance game ( Table 2 ). The two least valued payoffs are also reversed, as in the chicken game, so the order of payoffs is R > T > S > P. As the collective good increases in value (or, equivalently, when contribution becomes less costly), a point occurs where the incentive to defect disappears because the net loss in the value of the collective good produced after defecting would exceed the costs of contribution. This is the point at which Olson (1965) described a group as "privileged." Therefore, I call this the privileged game. Because individual and collective rationality coincide perfectly, there is no social dilemma. Hence a definitional issue arises: If collective goods provision is defined as inherently problematic, no collective good exists in this system. However, by the standard definition of collective goods as entailing both jointness and nonexcludability, the conclusion is that dilemmas are not inherent in all collective goods provision.
The altruist's dilemma game (#9). If the relative value of the collective good in a PD game is reduced sufficiently, it is eventually transformed into an altruist's dilemma game (Heckathorn 1991) (Figure 2) . In this game, the order of the two middle payoffs is reversed from their positions in the PD so that T > P > R > S (Table 2 ). This reversal occurs because the incentive to defect increases as the collective good loses value. When the collective good's value is less than the contribution cost (i.e., when V/K61 < 1), universal defection (P) becomes preferable to universal cooperation (R). At that point, the PD becomes an altruist's dilemma. The altruist's dilemma game has a unique characteristic. Played egoistically, there is no dilemma because everyone defects, which is both individually and collectively rational. However, if players are altruistic, they cooperate because that is what the other prefers they do. Thus, altruistic players fare poorly when compared to defectors, hence the name "altruist's dilemma." An example arose this winter in the holiday gift exchange system in one branch of my extended family. Senior relatives concluded that too much money was being spent on gifts among adults. Therefore, names were thrown in a hat and each adult drew the name of the recipient of the gift he or she would buy at year's end. The idea was that less would be spent on single gifts than on a myriad of gifts. More generally, the altruist's dilemma fits cases in which the cost of providing a public good exceeds its benefits, so its production is collectively irrational. Examples include spending "too much" on highways, environmental protection, crime control, or other public goods. Here the problem is exactly opposite that of the PD. In an altruist's dilemma, it is not too little social cooperation that creates a problem, but rather too much. This problem can arise not only among altruists, but also when selective incentives are employed to organize collective action, because actors can then compel one another to act altruistically (Heckathorn 1991) .
These five games are theoretically exhaustive. Theorem 3 states :4 Theorem 3: Only five ordinally distinct games arise in collective-action systems: the Prisoner's Dilemma, the chicken game, the assurance game, the altruist's dilemma, and the privileged game.
4 I assume that parameter values are constrained as follows: V> 0, so the collective good is valued; KC1 > 0, so contribution entails a cost; and F > 0, so the level of collective good produced is a monotonically increasing function of the number of contributors. These assumptions and equations 3 through 6 suffice to generate three inequalities. First, T > S, because T -S equals Kj1 when T -S is expanded using equations 4 and 5 and then simplified; Kc1 is positive by assumption. Second, T > P, because T -P reduces to V (1 -.5F); V is positive by assumption, and (1 -.5F) is positive because F is positive by assumption. Because the product of two positive numbers is itself positive, V (1 -.5F) is necessarily positive. Third, R > S, because R -S reduces to V * (.5F), and both V and .5F are positive. Based on the first two inequalities (T > S and T > P) and the assumption that all outcomes are differentially valued, it must be the case that either T > S > P, or T > P > S.
Assume now that the first case is true, so T > S > P. If so, only two values of the remaining term, R, are consistent with the third inequality, R > S. These are R > T > S > P (the privileged game) and T > R > S > P (the chicken game). Now assume that the second case is true, so T > P > S. If so, only three values of the R term are consistent with the third inequality, R > S. These are R > T > P > S (the assurance game), T > R > P > S (the Prisoner's Dilemma), and T > P > R > S (the altruist's dilemma). This completes the demonstration of Theorem 3. Theorem 3 is unaffected by group size because the three inequalities on which it is based are unThis proof is highly general, in that the assumptions on which it is based, as formalized in equations 1 through 6, are intended to capture the essential features of collective action.
The analysis of collective action should be free from the Prisoner's Dilemma paradigm. Analysis of the PD persists despite criticism (Mueller 1989:15-17) because the other types of games that arise in collective goods contexts have not been exhaustively specified. In addition to the trust problem arising in the PD, collective action also confronts the bargaining problem of the chicken game, the coordination problem of the assurance game, the overcooperation problem of the altruist's dilemma, and the absence of a problem in the privileged game. Hence, studies of collective action should explore the full range of possible games.
A DYNAMIC FORMAL MODEL
Most formal analyses of collective action have employed rational-choice models in which decision-making is forward-looking (Olson 1965; Marwell and Oliver 1993) . That is, actors formulate expectations about the future payoffs associated with each alternative course of action. In simple rationalmaximizing models, actors choose the alternative promising the highest payoff. In more complex models, satisficing or framing may affected by group size. Furthermore, even if some other limiting assumptions are modified, the theorem is essentially unchanged. For example, if the assumption that contributing to collective action is costly is removed to permit the case in which it is costly not to contribute (KC1 < 0), a sixth type of game becomes possible: R > S > T > P. However, from a strategic standpoint, this game is essentially identical to the privileged game. (The case in which K6I = 0 is excluded, because if that were the case T would equal S, and the game would not be ordinally distinct.)
Similarly, if V < 0 is permitted so that the public "good" is negatively valued, a seventh game is added: P > T > S > R. This is a conflict-free game with universal defection as the strongly stable equilibrium and remains so even when it is played altruistically. Hence, this game provides a plausible lower bound for the altruist's dilemma zone, for even altruists will not incur costs to produce a product that they and others do not value. affect decisions, but behavior remains forward-looking because expectations about future events govern choices in the present.
In contrast, experiential learning models are backward-looking (Cross 1983; Macy 1990 ). They place weaker demands on the calculating capacities of actors and rely instead on memory. For example, in BushMosteller (1964) learning models, actors begin by behaving randomly. They then adjust the relative probabilities of choosing each strategy based on the rewards each strategy has produced in the past. Thus, the actor's behavior is purposive and adaptive in that actions that have led to rewards in the past are more likely to be repeated, while actions that have led to losses are progressively abandoned. The resulting behavior may be difficult to distinguish from rational optimizing. For example, Cross (1983) showed that if the rate of learning is greater than the rate of environmental change, adaptive learning produces patterns of behavior that can always be described as though actors were maximizing expected utility. Similarly, Macy (1990 Macy ( , 1993 Backward-looking and sideways-looking models are similar structurally in that both assume an adaptive learning process by which more successful strategies proliferate at the expense of less successful strategies. The difference is that in backward-looking models, competition among strategies occurs within each actor, while in sideways-looking models, competition occurs among actors. Sideways-looking models have a potential advantage over forward-looking and backward-looking models in that actors can benefit from any single actor's discovery.
Adaptive learning models may seem more realistic than forward-looking models because they do not require that actors have highly developed calculating capacities. However, learning models also have stringent requirements. For example, a sidewayslooking model requires that actors compare their own level of success to those of other actors. Therefore, they must observe the actions of all others and the rewards they all receive-a difficult task in all but the smallest systems. Similarly, a backward-looking model requires that actors compare the success of their most recent actions to that of previous actions, so they must retain a record of innumerable past actions. Therefore, demands on memory are extensive. Thus, all three models place demands that can appear implausible in some situations. This occurs because purposive action requires information, and information is not always easily acquired.
A realistic model of social actors would no doubt synthesize forward-looking, backward-looking, and sideways-looking models of decision-making because everyone formulates expectations about the future, learns from his or her own experiences, and benefits from the experiences of others. Such a model might be based on the assumption that individuals choose among alternative mechanisms depending on the relative credibility and cost of the information required by each mechanism. However, considering such a model would exceed the scope of this paper. Instead, I employ a sideways-looking model for several reasons. First, it provides the opportunity to assess the robustness of conclusions about collective action that were derived using forward-looking and backwardlooking models. Second, a sideways-looking model introduces a new and potentially powerful tool for the analysis of collective action. Finally, it provides the opportunity to link two previously isolated fields-evolutionary game theory and collective action. I draw on Hirshleifer and Martinez Coll's (1988) procedure for modeling evolutionary games because it is mathematically more elegant and less demanding computationally than competing approaches, yet it produces generally equivalent results. This procedure assumes that players with conditional strategies respond immediately to the strategies of others. In essence, it avoids the unnecessary steps involved in recomputing the expected payoff each time two equivalent strategies interact. Therefore, using only a single play, this approach mimics the effects of many plays.
The first step in constructing such a model is to generate a matrix that indicates the payoff each strategy is awarded when it plays each strategy, including itself. Table 3 presents an "expanded" payoff matrix. Like Table 1 , each cell represents the row player's payoff when encountering the column player. The payoff matrix for the core game's two strategies (shaded) occupy the first two rows and columns. The five additional strategies produce a 7 x 7 matrix: titfor-tat (TFT) and the four strategies that employ selective incentives. Consider TFT. The payoffs awarded to TFT from encounters with the core strategies are computed as follows: When TFT encounters CD, the private cooperation strategy, each contributes, so TFT receives a payoff of R -Koc (i.e., the reward payoff less TFT's information cost and CD's payoff is R). Similarly, when TFT encounters DD, the full defection strategy, the equilibrium outcome is for neither to contribute, so TFT's payoff is P -KOc, and DD's payoff is P. Finally, when TFT encounters itself, each contributes and incurs costs of KOO, so the payoff is R -Koc. Up to this point, the construction of the expanded ma-trix has followed Hirshleifer and Martinez Coll (1988) except that they use numbers drawn from a particular numerical example instead of locating equations in the cells.
The CC and DC strategies in the matrix employ selective incentives to change the partner's behavior. In full cooperation, CC, the player cooperates at the first and second levels by contributing to the collective good and exercising compliant control; in hypocritical cooperation, DC, the player defects at the first level and cooperates at the second level by not contributing while exercising compliant control to compel others to contribute. Two parameters define compliant control. First, compliant control has a cost, K,2, the cost of cooperation at the second level. This cost is deducted from the payoffs shown in rows for CC and DC of the matrix. I assume this cost can vary from 0 to any positive number. Second, compliant control is not "cheap talk." It has a direct effect on others' behavior to a degree determined by its efficacy, E,2-the efficacy of cooperation at level two. In essence, this is the power of the actor to alter the behavior of the target. In this model, I assume that control is exercised through constraining the partner's opportunity to act. (For a discussion of the assumptions about interpersonal control underlying this model, see Heckathorn 1990:369.) The effect is to truncate the game matrix so that the target of control faces fewer choices. The efficacy of compliant control is defined formally as the proportional reduction in the opportunities of the target of control to defect, so E,2 can vary from 0 (no power) to 1 (complete power). For example, an actor's efficacy of compliant control of E,2 = .75 reduces others' opportunities to free-ride by 75 percent (e.g., an actor who had chosen to not contribute would now have only a 1 -.75 = 25 percent opportunity not to contribute). More generally, when the target of control has chosen not to contribute, the exercise of compliant control imposes a mixed strategy on the actor, so the target has an E,2 probability of contributing and a 1 -E,2 probability of not contributing.
The payoffs associated with the full cooperation strategy (CC) reflect these two parameters. When CC encounters CD, both cooperate and thereby earn R, but CC's payoff is reduced by KC2. When CC encounters DD, the situation is more complex. Because DD chooses to not contribute, two outcomes are possible. There is an E,2 probability that CC's compliant control is successful, in which case CC is awarded a payoff of R -K,2, and DD is awarded R. There is a 1 -E,2 probability that CC's compliant control fails, in which case CC is awarded a payoff of S -K,2, and DD earns T. The payoffs shown in Table 3 reflect these two possible outcomes weighted by their probabilities (i.e., the expected utility of CC when encountering DD is E,2 R + [1 -E,2] S -K,2 and the expected utility of DD is E,2 R + [1 -Ec2] T). The other payoffs to the CC strategy are computed in like fashion.
The hypocritical cooperation strategy (DC) is identical to the CC strategy except that the player does not contribute. A particularly complex outcome arises when two hypocritical cooperators meet because each chooses to not contribute, while seeking to compel the other to contribute. Therefore, four outcomes are possible. If the compliant control of both the actor and the target succeed, both contribute and the outcome is R. The probability of this occurring is Ec22, so the expected utility of this prospect is R * (Ec22). Second, if the compliant control of both fails, neither contributes and the outcome is P. The probability of this occurring is (I-Ec2)2. Third, if the actor's control succeeds but the target's control fails, the outcome for the actor is T. The probability of this occurring is Ec2 (1 -Ec2) Finally, if the actor's control fails while the target's control succeeds, the actor's outcome is S. This also has a probability of Ec2 (1 -Ec2) When the expected utilities of each of the four possible outcomes are summed and the costs of exercising compliant control are deducted, the result is Ec22 R + (1 -Ec2)2 P + Ec2 (1 -Ec2) S + Ec2 (1 -Ec2) T-Kc2.
The payoffs associated with oppositional control (the CO and DO rows) reflect both the cost of exercising that control, K,2 (the cost of opposition at level two) and the efficacy of oppositional control, E,2. The efficacy of oppositional control is defined as the proportional reduction in the efficacy of compliant control produced by the exercise of oppositional control (Heckathorn 1990 ). As defined, it can vary from 0 (no effect) to I (in which it neutralizes totally the effect of compliant control). For example, if the target actor is exercising compliant control with efficacy E,2 = .8, and the efficacy of oppositional control is E,2 = .75, the net efficacy of the target's compliant control is reduced from .8 to Ec2 (1 -Eo2) = .8 * (1 -.75) = .2.
The compliant opposition strategy is less interesting because it is strictly dominated by the full opposition strategy in the class of games examined here. The compliant opposition strategy is included in this analysis only for purposes of logical completeness. In this model, strategies change in prevalence over generations depending on their payoffs relative to other strategies in the populations. A strategy becomes more prevalent if it earns a payoff greater than the mean (i.e., if Yi > M), and declines if it earns less than the average. The magnitude by which the strategy's prevalence expands or declines depends both on its current prevalence in the population, pi, and on the "sensitivity" parameter Z.
Modeling Evolutionary
DYNAMICS OF COLLECTIVE ACTION
I now apply the formal model to analyze the evolution of collective action in systems with production functions that range from sharply decelerating to sharply accelerating, and collective goods that vary from extraordinarily valuable to virtually worthless. Analysis begins with the theoretically simplest case in which collective action is organized only through voluntary cooperation.
Voluntary Cooperation
Marwell and Oliver (1993) assume that collective action is organized solely through voluntary cooperation. In terms of the above strategies, this means that individuals have only two options-private cooperation or full defection. Figure 3A shows what happens when these two strategies compete in the standard Prisoner's Dilemma. The horizontal axis shows the number of generations during which the system has evolved, and the vertical axis represents the proportional distribution of strategies. At the beginning, the two strategies are equally prevalent (.5). This produces slightly more than 50 percent production of the collective good (indicated by the bold line), because of the gently decelerating production function assumed in the standard PD game. As evolution proceeds, consistent with expectation full defection quickly drives private cooperation into extinction. Consequently, by the 500th generation, the level of collective goods production has declined to 0. This explains why Marwell and Oliver do not identify a free-rider problem in the PD game-everyone defects, so no one can freeride on the contributions of others. Thus, exploitation is avoided, but at the cost of leaving the social dilemma unresolved. Voluntary cooperation produces different results when the shape of the production function is changed ( Figure 3B ). Here the horizontal axis represents the shape of the production function, F; the vertical axis again represents the proportional distribution of strategies, but the lines now depict the distribution of strategies after 20,000 generations. In terms of Figure 2 , Figure 3B portrays systems lying on a horizontal line intersecting the "x" that represents the standard PD. Figure 3B depicts several types of games. When F is large (F ? 1.9), the system corresponds to a chicken game; when F is small (F < .48), the system corresponds to an assurance game; and when F is moderate (.49 < F < 1.8) the system corresponds to a PD like that portrayed in Figure 3A .
Private cooperation survives only in games with strongly decelerating production functions-the chicken games. Here the equilibrium outcome is a mixture of private cooperation and full defection strategies because instabilities arise when either private cooperation or full defection becomes too numerous. Consider again the vignette for which this game is named. When most players are "chickens" (private cooperators) who swerve to avoid a collision, the daring players who never swerve (full defectors) can thrive by intimidating the chickens. Therefore bold players proliferate. Yet this expansion is limited because bold players do poorly when confronting one another-they have head-on collisions. Hence, in a population of chickens, it is best to be daring; in a population of daring people, it is best to be a chicken. Thus, the equilibrium strategy in the chicken game is a mix of both types of players.
This dynamic corresponds to the free-rider problem described by Marwell and Oliver. Their "order effects" occur when one player makes a choice while observing another. For example, if two players are racing toward a confrontation and one sees the other surrender, there is no longer any pressure on. the former to concede. Similarly, a chicken game is characterized by what they term a "surplus" because both players prefer swerving to a head-on collision, but only one of them needs to swerve to avoid the crash so there is a surplus of potential swervers. Thus, Marwell and Oliver are correct in associating surplus and order effects with decelerating production functions. However, the PD, the privileged game, and the altruist's dilemma can also have decelerating production functions, for these games also occur on the right half of Figure 2 . Thus, a decelerating production function is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for surplus and order effects.
Consider now the left half of Figure 3B . Private cooperation fares poorly in these systems with accelerating production functions, which correspond to assurance games, but this is not invariably the case. Consistent with Marwell and Oliver's analysis of collective action in systems with accelerating production functions, collective action faces a start-up problem. For example, when F = .1, private cooperation can win if its initial prevalence is 75 percent or more, and when F = .3, private cooperation can win if its prevalence is 85 percent or more. Private cooperation usually loses in this system only because the initial prevalence of each strategy is assumed to be 50 percent, which is below these thresholds. Thus, Marwell and Oliver are correct in associating the start-up problem with an accelerating production function. However, not all systems with accelerating production functions are assurance games. There are also PDs, altruist's dilemmas, and privileged games on the left half of Figure 2 . Figure 3C shows the effect of changing the relative value of the collective good in the standard PD game portrayed in Figure 3A' s. The horizontal axis represents the net value of the collective good, V/AK,1; the vertical axis again represents the proportional distribution of strategies, and the lines depict the equilibrium distribution of strategies attained after 20,000 generations. In terms of Figure 2 , Figure 3C portrays the systems lying on a vertical line intersecting the "x" that represents the standard PD. These systems encompass several types of games. When the relative value of the collective good is low, the system corresponds to an altruist's dilemma (V/AK71 < 1). A slight increase produces an ordinal or true PD game (1 < VIK,1 < 1.7). A further increase yields a chicken game (1.8 ? VIKi < 2.3). Subsequent increases produce a privileged game (V/K,1 ? 2.4).
In Figure 3C 's system, full defection wins in the altruist's dilemma because, just as in the PD, the payoffs from full defection strictly dominate those from private cooperation. Like Figure 3B , the outcome in the chicken game is a mixture of private cooperation and full defection. Finally, private cooperation wins in the privileged game because the payoffs from private cooperation strictly dominate those from full defection, so no social dilemma arises. Under this most favorable of circumstances, collective action emerges unburdened by free-riding. For example, Oegema and Klandermans (1994) analyzed a Dutch petition campaign against cruise missiles. Organizers sent signature cards to every postal address in the country and volunteers went door to door to collect them to ensure that signing the petition "required little or no effort." This reduced the cost of participation and thereby augmented the relative value of the movement's public good.
Strategic Interaction and Norms of Reciprocity
Early studies of the evolution of cooperation suggested that strategic interaction as embodied in the TFT strategy was extraordinarily robust (Axelrod 1984 ). Axelrod drew his conclusions from two celebrated tournaments in which TFT won against dozens of other strategies suggested by prominent game theorists. His analysis showed that these victories depended on two conditions: The prospects for future interaction must be substantial, and cooperative strategies must selectively interact with one another. Figure 4A shows the effect of adding TFT to Figure 3A 's two-strategy system. The results show that the TFT strategy can promote collective action. After about 700 generations, a mixed-strategy equilibrium is attained between TFT and private cooperation. TFT does not win out fully because the private cooperation strategy behaves, in essence, as a second-order free-rider (Martinez Coll and Hirshleifer 1991). That is, private cooperation reaps the benefit of TFT's suppression of the full defection strategy without bearing any of the potential costs.
TFT's ability to promote social cooperation is not limited to the PD. Figure 4B depicts the effect of altering the shape of the production function shown in Figure 4A . The effect can be seen by comparing Figure 3B , in which TFT is absent, with Figure 4B in which TFT is present. TFT has no effect in the chicken games (F > 1.8), in which the equilibrium mix of private cooperation and full defection remains unchanged. However, in the assurance games (in which F is small), and in the PD (in which F is moderate), a mixture of TFT and private cooperation produces full production of the collective good (i.e., L = 1).
Further effects of the introduction of TFT are apparent when variations in the value of the collective good are considered. Compare  Figures 4C and 3C . The introduction of TFT has no effect in the altruist's dilemma-full defection dominates both TFT and private cooperation. However, TFT excludes all rivals in the PDs with the least-valued collective goods. In PDs with more highly valued collective goods, the payoffs to strategies that contribute to collective goods production increase relative to the payoff to full defection. That benefits both TFT and private cooperation. This trend continues as the collective good's value increases and the system is transformed first into the chicken game (1.8 < VIK~i < 2.3), and finally into the privileged game (VIKj l > 2.4).
Recent studies emphasize the fragility of TFT and associated reciprocity-based strategies (Martinez Coll and Hirshleifer 1991).
One vulnerability concerns the effect of adding a cost of complexity (K,,.). Figure 4D shows the effect of adding that cost to Figure 4A 's system-TFT dies out in about 2,000 generations. Consistent with Martinez Coll and Hirshleifer (1991), private cooperation serves as a second-order free-rider that dooms TFT to extinction. Remarkably, this phenomenon occurs however small the cost of complexity, and not only in the PD but in all other games as well.
Selective Incentives: Compliant Control
Recently, both evolutionary game models and collective action models have been expanded to include selective incentives. Evolutionary game theorists sought strategies more robust than TFT. For example, Boyd and Richerson (1992) explore punishmentbased strategies. Consistent with the earlier analysis of Hirshleifer and Rasmusen (1989), they find that these strategies are so robust that they allow the evolution not only of cooperation, but of anything else-"moralistic strategies can cause any individually costly behavior to be evolutionarily stable, whether or not it creates a group benefit" (Boyd and Richerson 1992:173). Their analysis includes a moralistic strategy termed "cooperatorpunishers" in which the actor cooperates and punishes all those who fail to cooperate. This coincides with the "full-cooperation" (CC) strategy of Heckathorn's (1989) collective action theory. Figure 5A shows the effects of introducing the two strategies that embody compliant control, full cooperation and hypocritical cooperation, into the systems portrayed in Figure 4D . The effect is dramatic. Consistent with earlier research employing forwardlooking models (Heckathorn 1990 ) and stochastic-learning models (Macy 1993), hypocritical cooperation is extraordinarily robust. In the standard game depicted in Figure 5A , hypocritical cooperation drives all competitors into extinction in about 1,000 generations. This outcome remains stable even if the efficacy of control is reduced rather dramatically (to E.2 = .15), or its cost is substantially increased (to K,2 = .5). The robustness of hypocritical cooperation becomes further apparent when variations in the shape of the production function are considered ( Figure 5B ). Hypocritical cooperation fails to survive only in the "strong" assurance games (i.e., the games in which F < .28), where it loses out to private cooperation. Moving from left to right in Figure 5B , there then occurs a brief transition zone of "moderate" assurance games (.28 < F < .4) characterized by a mix of hypocritical cooperation, full cooperation, and full defection. Finally, in the "weak" assurance games (F = .4 to .48) and in the subsequent PD and chicken games, hypocritical cooperation extinguishes all competitors.
Some of the strengths and limitations of hypocritical cooperation become apparent when variations in the value of the collective good are considered ( Figure 5C ). Hypocritical cooperation survives only when the collective good's value is neither too high nor too low. Consider first the altruist's dilemma games (VIK,1 < 1). Here it wins in all but the most extreme dilemmas (VIKC1 < .31). The result is an outcome termed "overcontrol" (Heckathorn 1990 ); in which a collective good is produced even though its value is less than its contribution cost. Thus, the group is worse off because of its production. In Figure 5C , hypocritical cooperation also dominates the PD games and the "weaker" chicken games. In the "stronger" chicken games, the outcome is a mix with full cooperation. Finally, in the privileged game, hypocritical cooperation loses out to private cooperation, as must any strategy that incurs second-level costs such as TFT's cost of complexity or a normative strategy's costs of compliant control.
Although full cooperation is usually overwhelmed by hypocritical cooperation, full cooperation is quite robust in its own right (Figure 6 ). It does well in competition with the voluntary cooperation and strategic interaction strategies. Full cooperation thrives under moderate circumstances, that is, when the production function is neither sharply accelerating nor decelerating and the value of the collective good is moderate. Thus, it functions like a more robust TFT. Moreover, even under circumstances in which full cooperation cannot survive, it sometimes leaves an enduring legacy. Specifically, although it dies out when F < .3, it first solves private cooperation's start-up problem, thereby allowing that strategy to win (compare Figures  3B and 6B when F < .3) . This shows that relationships among strategies need not be competitive-they can also be cooperative. attack these excessively controlling strategies and restore a more optimal level of collective action. This process is illustrated in Figure 7A , which depicts an altruist's dilemma (F = 1.22, VIKc1 = .7). Hypocritical cooperation leaps upward during the first several hundred generations, matched by full opposition. Full opposition continues to increase in representation until the level of collective goods production has been driven down to about 10 percent. The equilibrium outcome is a mix of full opposition and hypocritical cooperation. In essence, the group polarizes into pro-and anti-collective goods production subgroups. Figure 7B shows the effect of varying the shape of the production function in this altruist's dilemma game. The conflict between hypocritical cooperation and full opposition recurs in all systems except those with the most sharply accelerating production functions (F < .22). In these latter systems, hypocritical cooperation fails to arise, hence full opposition also cannot gain a purchase, so full defection wins. This failure of hypocritical cooperation reflects a limitation on compliant control that was identified in analyses using a forward-looking model (Heckathorn 1989) . When the production function is sharply accelerating, almost unanimous contributions are required before any significant amount of collective good can be produced (e.g., when F = .1, a 50 percent contribution level would produce only 7 percent of the collective good). Hence, a more sharply accelerating production function progressively weakens incentives to use less-than-perfect means of control. So long as compliant control is costly and less than perfect, its use becomes counterproductive if the production function for the collective good is sufficiently sharply accelerating. Figure 7C reveals further limits to oppositional strategies. These strategies thrive only in the "weaker" altruist's dilemmas (.2 < VIKC, < 1). In the "stronger" altruist's dilemmas, the value of the collective good is so low that no compliant control emerges (see Figure 5C ), so there is nothing for an oppositional strategy to oppose.
Oppositional strategies occupy a special niche: They retreat unless a collective good is being overproduced. Hence, they thrive only in the altruist's dilemma region when a moralistic strategy has produced a collective good with a negative net value.
In combination, moralistic strategies and oppositional strategies function as a system of checks and balances, with moralistic strategies stepping in to resolve free-rider problems and oppositional strategies emerging to hold moralistic strategies in check when collective goods production becomes excessive. The implication is that a complete system of selective incentives must include both moralistic and oppositional strategies.
Like any formal model, the model proposed here embodies many simplifying assumptions. Therefore, the question inevitably arises as to the robustness of its results. A definitive resolution of this question would require more extensive analysis. One prom- This convergence occurs, in essence, because all three types of models view behavior as purposive, in that adaptive expectations govern behavior. The models differ only in the nature of these expectations-whether the future is calculable, will be like the past, or is best understood by those who are most successful. In informationally rich settings, the predictions of these models can be expected to converge, as was shown by Cross (1983) actors continue to grow because of greater marginal returns to contributors, strategic interaction, or the operation of selective sanctions. Finally, during the mature phase, the limits of collective good production are approached because of physical constraints on further production or a dwindling pool of additional contributors.
During each phase, promoters of collective action face a distinctive set of problems because of changes in the shape of that segment of the production function on which they operate. That is, each subgroup operates within a different local portion of the group's global production function. Realistic production functions typically are S-shaped, as illustrated in Figure 1A . Therefore, the local coalition that first seeks to initiate production faces only the leftmost portion of the curve where the function is accelerating ( The process of collective action also entails changes in the value of what may be termed the "local collective good" that each subgroup potentially produces. This is the portion of the global collective good that can be produced by the subgroup, so it reflects the marginal gains attainable through contributions by the local group's members. During the start-up phase, the value of the "local" collective good is low because initially the slope of the production function is almost flat. During the intermediate phase, marginal gains increase, and so too does the value of the local collective good. Finally, during the mature phase, the slope decreases, reflecting diminishing marginal returns, so the value of the local collective good declines. Thus, organization of collective action is characterized by an increase in the value of the local collective good followed by a decline.
In combination, these changes in the shape of the production function and in the value of the collective good cause collective action, from its initial phase to its mature phase, to traverse an arc-shaped path through the game-space diagram.7 Figure 2 shows such an arc corresponding to Figure lA's production function. Here the system is assumed to contain a total of 25 actors with a collective good whose relative value is V/Ki = 20, in which the subcoalition size is 2. In this system, the start-up phase begins in the altruist's dilemma zone with an accelerating production function because the marginal returns to the initial contributors are low and the local production function is accelerating. As more actors contribute, the system moves up and to the right, entering the PD zone, then the assurance game zone, then the privileged game zone. Eventually the trajectory moves down and to the right, entering the chicken game zone, then reentering the PD zone, and finally returning to the altruist's dilemma zone. This shows graphically both the complexity of the process of collective action and the importance of recognizing the distinctive types of strategic problems that arise along the way. where Pi is the proportion of contributors in the group, and Li is the level of collective good produced. This is the formula depicted in Figure IA .
The second step is to identify the segment of the production function along which each subcoalition plays its local game. In the arc depicted in Figure 2 , interaction is assumed to occur in pair-wise fashion, so subcoalitions have a size of 2. Therefore, when collective action is beginning, the first two actors can, through their collective decisions, produce a proportion of cooperators of 0 (if both defect), .04 (if only one contributes), or .08 (if both contribute). Therefore, the range from 0 to .08 is the interval along which they play their game.
The third step is to determine the marginal value of the local collective good. This gives the y-coordinate of the point in the game-space that corresponds to the subcoalition's game. The minimum amount of collective good that can be produced is found by substituting the minimum proportion of contributors (e.g., 0/25 = 0) into equa-The shape and location of the curve are not immutable. Depending on how collective action is organized, the curve can be shifted up into areas of the game-space that favor the emergence of collective action, or down into areas that impede its development. Hence, there is a second option for organizing collective action: Rather than attempting to resolve the problems of trust, bargaining, coordination, or overcooperation that exist within the current game, actors can seek to change that game. For example, if the arc can be shifted upward into the privileged game zone, the success of collective action is guaranteed.
The arc can be shifted in three distinct ways. First, the value of the collective good can be altered. An increase in the value of the collective good moves the arc upward. However, it must be increased dramatically to escape the altruist's dilemma zone. A second approach is to reduce the size of the group. If the size of the group is reduced, the potential difficulties of organizing collective action are correspondingly decreased (Olson 1965) , and the arc is moved upward. This also causes the curve to expand horizontally, thereby increasing the range through which the shape of the production function changes. Whether this approach is available depends in part on the distribution of resources among the potential contributors (Heckathorn 1993) . If a subset of potential contributors has sufficient resources to produce the collective good, that effectively reduces the group's size. However, the group size must be reduced dramatically to escape the altruist's dilemma zone-in Figure 2 's arc, group size must decrease from 25 to 9.
A third factor is the size of the subcoalitions through which collective action is incrementally organized. For example, consistent with my assumption that interaction is pair-wise, the arcs were computed assuming a subcoalition size of 2. That is, each additional contribution stemmed from a strategic interaction between two potential contributors. However, if the subcoalition size is increased, the effect resembles a decrease in group size because the arc moves upward and the legs move outward. Therefore, start-up problems can be eased. Whether this approach is feasible depends on whether there are preexisting relationships that allow contributors to motivate others to contribute. As interpreted from the standpoint of the proposed model, these options provide the focus for some who are most critical of applications of the PD paradigm to collective action. For example, Fireman and Gamson (1979) conclude that collective action research should focus on three factors: ". ... how organizers raise consciousness of common interests, develop opportunities for collective action, and tap constituents' solidarity and principals" (p. 36). As interpreted using the proposed model, this corresponds to increases in the value of the public good (V), reductions in the cost of participation (KC1), which they term a "search for more efficient ways of bringing about the collective good" (p. 33), and increases in subcoalition size-all of which shift the arc upward into more favorable regions of the game-space.
After means for shifting the arc into more favorable regions have been exhausted, as inevitably they must, the success of collective action depends on whether the organizational capacity of the group suffices to resolve any remaining dilemmas. If only easy dilemmas remain (i.e., dilemmas located high in gamespace), even poorly organized groups can act collectively. When the dilemmas are more difficult, only better organized groups are successful.
Fireman and Gamson's (1979) argument that potential social dilemmas in collective action are resolved through appeals to identity and building group solidarity suggests that the arc typically shifts so far upward that it enters the privileged game zone. From the standpoint of the proposed model, this appears dubious, for it would require that collective goods always be of great value, that groups be tiny, or that groups be highly cohesive. Furthermore, from the fact that collective action traverses an arcshaped path, it follows that the initiation process is most problematic. Except under highly favorable conditions, initiators face an altruist's dilemma (i.e., the legs of the arc extend downward into the altruist's dilemma region). This reflects the fact that their efforts will yield a net loss unless their contributions are subsequently augmented by other contributions.
The analysis shows that the range of strategies capable of initiating collective action when facing an altruist's dilemma is severely limited. TFT does not suffice, nor does full cooperation, because both always lose out to full defection. Among the strategies considered, only hypocritical cooperation can initiate cooperation in an altruist's dilemma ( Figure 5A ). Yet even here there is a potential problem because hypocritical cooperation can be neutralized by oppositional control ( Figure 7A) .
If oppositional strategies emerge too quickly, collective action is stillborn. Hence, the initiation of collective action must be relatively rapid if it is to avoid being crushed by oppositional control. Oppositional control necessarily emerges in reaction to compliant control, so it always emerges after compliant control. Furthermore, organizing oppositional control tends to be more difficult than organizing compliant control because oppositional control confronts a coalition of normative controllers, whereas compliant control confronts noncooperative individuals (Heckathorn 1990 ). Both these factors tend to provide a breathing space for compliant control. If collective action is initiated sufficiently quickly, it can move upward along the arc to escape the altruist's dilemma region before it is neutralized by oppositional control. In contrast, if collective action bogs down during the initiation phase, the organizing coalition may fragment. For example, the first states passed the ERA with little controversy, then opposition mounted. Had the ERA's supporters been able to act more quickly, they might have succeeded.
Oppositional control plays a different role during the mature phase of collective action. According to the proposed model, successful social movements are not self-limiting. In terms of Figure 2 , when the group traverses the entire length of the arc, it eventually reaches the rightmost leg and reenters the altruist's dilemma region. That reflects diminishing marginal returns so severe that each new contribution yields a net loss. The collective good is then overproduced. It is then that oppositional control reappears to limit further collective goods production. If compliant control and oppositional control are well-matched in terms of cost and efficacy and the group is homogeneous, the effect is to stabilize production near the boundary between the PD and the altruist's dilemma regions of game-space on the right leg of the arc. That produces an approximately optimal level of collective goods production. However, if compliant control and oppositional control are not wellmatched or the group is heterogeneous, the level may be far from optimum. For example, if valuations of the collective good are heterogeneous and production is organized through selective incentives, countermobilization may begin early, long before an optimal production level is attained (see Heckathorn 1993:343). Similarly, in the case of AIDS prevention, "...obstacles to containing the AIDS epidemic included the difficulty of mobilizing latent high-risk groups, and overcoming the high level of mobilization exerted by lowrisk groups whose moral/political agenda conflicted with effective AIDS prevention" (Broadhead and Heckathorn 1994:475). As a result, levels of collective action to combat AIDS were initially quite low. Alternatively, if oppositional control is costly, countermobilization may begin late, only after overproduction has become substantial. In either case, mature systems of collective action can be identified qualitatively by a stalemate attained between proponents of greater production and lesser production of the collective good. Examples of such stalemates abound. For example, the environmental movement made great strides during the 1970s and early 1980s, but powerful coalitions are now deployed on both sides of environmental issues. Similarly, the movement to limit speech that is insensitive to issues of race, ethnicity, class, and gender achieved much success during the 1980s, but is now confronted by a reaction against "political correctness" in the mid-1990s. Substantial opposing coalitions are currently fighting either to expand or restrict defense expenditures, welfare benefits, consumer protection regulations, interstate highways, large-scale power plants, antitrust provisions, the rights of criminal suspects, and regulations protecting collective bargaining. 
